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Required Video Demonstration 
 

In order to participate in the Model Pathway movement process, candidates must submit a video demonstration of their 
practice. This video will provide evidence of a candidate’s excellence as they work with their learners. Self-recording 
allows candidates to select when they want to record what they consider to be their best work. The Professional Peer 
Review Committee will use this video to score standards 2.2 – 2.6 in the Instruction/Support Services domain of the 
Model Rubric.  Please note that failure to abide by any of the guidance requirements below will result in 
disqualification of the video, and of the entire profile. 

 
Guidance 

What should I film?  
 
In a brief clip separate from the demonstration video, the candidate should film himself/herself stating the following 
information. (The clip should not exceed 5 minutes.)  
 

• state his/her full name (ex. Hello, I am John/Jane Doe) 

• state current school name (ex. My video shows my work at Clover Elementary School) 

• state grade and content area in the demonstration video (I am instructing 2nd grade Mathematics) 

• state the lesson objective/goals in the demonstration video (ex. students will be adding double digit numbers) 

• state the name, title and function of all other adults in the video (ex. You will see Ms. Jones, a one-on-one aide, 
Mr. Smith, the special education inclusion teacher, and Principal Jones, who is conducting an informal evaluation. 

• show a panoramic view of the entire classroom with a close up on student work (ex. bulletin boards, projects, 
charts, etc.)  

 
*In the 45 minute lesson/coaching demonstration clip, the candidate should include the following 
information.* 
 
Video Information for ALL BTU Professionals:  
 
The video must draw from the candidate’s routine practice. The video should be filmed on a day when all learners are 
scheduled to be present. The video will need to include footage of the candidate, all of his or her learners, and the 
environment. Video footage should include all learners that were present during the time of taping, and all students 
should be accounted for.  Official attendance data must be included for any students who were absent during the 
filming of the lesson/session. 
 
Please note that facilitating an AU course would not be appropriate content for this video.  
 
Related Service Providers:  
 
Related Service Providers with a caseload should record a group IEP service session with three or more students that 
they work with. To respect the confidentiality of direct counseling sessions, School Social Workers and School 
Psychologist are encouraged NOT to record sessions that contain sensitive information about students. Related Service 
Providers that are not school-based or do not have a caseload can record a group session, a general guidance session, or 
a session during which they are working with teachers on strategies and support, or even Professional Development 
sessions they lead as a part of their job duties.  
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How long does my video need to be?  

Your video may be a maximum of 45 minutes in duration. Any footage beyond 45 minutes will not be viewed or scored. 

The video will need to be continuous footage of the lesson/session from beginning to end.  

Related Service Providers with a caseload must submit an IEP service session up to 45 minutes.  

Related service providers without a caseload must submit a video of a group session, training, meeting, etc. This video 

may also be up to 45 minutes in length.  

 

Can I edit or adjust my video?  

Editing in the form of stopping, pausing, or cutting will not be allowed. Films that are not of continuous footage will 

result in disqualification from the Model Pathway movement process.  

 

If I already have video footage of my teaching, can I submit that to the PPRC?  

Yes. If you filmed your classroom practice within the last 5 years, and feel that it demonstrates the standard indicators of 

the Model Rubric, you may submit that continuous footage and accompanying lesson materials.  

 

What should I do if my video is extremely large? 

Most videos are just a few hundred MB.  If yours is considerably larger than this, we recommend that you compress it.  

Extremely large videos can take a long time for your reviewers to stream, require expensive flashdrives to store them, 

and are generally harder to manipulate.  Compressing your video means that you reduce the size of the video without 

sacrificing its quality.  To do this, the district recommends downloading a free program named Handbrake, and using 

that program to reduce the width of your video.  Please see the screenshot below for a visual representation of how to 

do this.  You may need to reduce the width substantially (by 1,000 or more) in order to reduce the size of the video - 

every video is different.  Once you’ve reduced the size, you can enter the desktop as the destination for the new version 

of the video, and then it’ll be easy to find.  Then, click “Start” and your video will be converted to the new form. You can 

then check the new video’s size and see if it has been reduced enough.  Please reach out to the JGP with any questions 

about using Handbrake. 
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How do I submit my video?  

We can no longer accept profiles and videos on CDs.  Your video must be saved onto a flashdrive in any video format 

(no chapters though, please).  In order to avoid submitting a corrupt or damaged flashdrive that can’t be read, please 

save your profile and video to a brand new flashdrive.  You will drop off your flashdrive with your video and profile on 

it at 200 E. North Avenue, place it in an envelope you’ll find on one of the big mailboxes inside either entrance, and 

then drop the envelope in the mailbox. 

 

Do I need to submit anything with my video?  

Yes. You will submit your lesson/session plan and relevant accompanying documents. The required lesson/session 

plan will be uploaded into your Model Profile in the section labeled “Demonstration Video Plan and Materials” in 

Standard 2.1. In addition, you must upload an official roster that matches the class that is featured in your video, and 

official SMS attendance data reflecting any students absent the day of filming. Please indicate on this roster which 

students appear in the video and which do not. In cases in which a student does not appear in the video because of an 

absence, SMS data must be included to substantiate the absence.  Failure to include an official roster, lesson/session 

plan or attendance data with a submission will result in the disqualification of profile.   
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You are invited to submit other lesson-related materials, such as learner work samples, but this is not required.  Please 

note that the Demonstration Video Plan and Materials artifact must abide by the artifact guidance requirements.   

Do I need permission to film my students/learners?  

Yes. You must have a Video Release Form completed for every learner who appears in your video. Adult learners can 

complete the form themselves. The appropriate guardian should complete the form for students under 18. You do not 

need to turn these consent forms in, but please keep them for your own records. You can find electronic versions of 

these forms on the Model Profile course at www.bcpss.org under the Candidate Resources tab in the left hand menu. 

Video footage should include all learners that were present during the time of taping, and all students should be 

accounted for. 

 

Please note that failure to abide by any of the guidance requirements above will result in disqualification of the video, 

and of the entire profile. 


